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ABSTRACT

Until recently, most ecological network analyses investigating the effects of species’ declines and extinctions17

have focused on a single type of interaction (e.g. feeding). In nature, however, diverse interactions co-occur,18

each of them forming a layer of a ‘multilayer’ network. Data including information on multiple interaction19

types has recently started to emerge, giving us the opportunity to have a first glance at possible commonalities20

in the structure of these networks. We studied the structural features of 44 tripartite ecological networks from21

the literature, each composed of two layers of interactions (e.g. herbivory and pollination), and investigated22

their robustness to species losses. Considering two interactions simultaneously, we found that the robustness23

of the whole community is a combination of the robustness of the two ecological networks composing it.24

The way in which the layers of interactions are connected to each other affects the interdependence of their25

robustness. In many networks, this interdependence is low, suggesting that restoration efforts would not26

automatically propagate through the whole community. Our results highlight the importance of considering27

multiple interactions simultaneously to better gauge the robustness of ecological communities to species loss28

and to more reliably identify key species that are important for the persistence of ecological communities.29

Author Summary30

In the face of the current biodiversity crisis, predicting how species loss will affect ecological communities is becoming increasingly31

relevant. Previous studies including only one type of ecological interactions (e.g. feeding or pollination) revealed the relevance32

of the structure of ecological networks for the persistence of ecological communities. However, there is mounting evidence33

that considering multiple interactions simultaneously can alter the results based on a single interaction. Here, we study the34

robustness of ecological networks with two interaction types to the loss of plant species, and we show that it is a combination35

of the robustness of the two bipartite ecological networks composing the ecological community. By analyzing networks from36

multiple communities, we are able to identify commonalities across interaction types, as well as singularities specific to a given37

interaction type, caused by underlying biological constraints. Our results highlight that a multi-interaction approach is crucial to38

better gauge the overall robustness of ecological communities, and to correctly determine the relative importance of different39

plants species at the whole community level, which can be key for biodiversity conservation.40

INTRODUCTION41

The rate of decline of many species populations is accelerating [1], and species extinctions are seriously threatening the functioning42

of ecological communities worldwide. Understanding how species interact and how this affects the robustness of ecological43

communities to species loss is essential to anticipate the consequences of biodiversity losses and extinction cascades as well as44

to design protection and restoration plans. The study of ecological networks – where species are represented by nodes and the45

ecological interactions by links between these nodes – have contributed significantly to the understanding of how ecological46

interactions are structured and have unveiled important relationships between network structure and their robustness to species47

loss [2, 3, 4, 5]. However, while the ecological network literature has long been dominated by studies of networks containing48

a single interaction type, it has become increasingly clear that species in nature are connected by a myriad of interaction49

types simultaneously and that considering networks which include this diversity of interaction types could greatly improve our50

knowledge of the structure and dynamics of ecological communities [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].51
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A number of previous studies have investigated the effect of including multiple interaction types on the functioning of ecological52

communities, especially on their stability [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Yet the vast majority of these studies have so far remained53

theoretical. With the publication of the first multi-interaction empirical networks, we begin to know more about their structure54

[6, 21, 22, 10, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 13], and how this structure affects their persistence [6, 10] and robustness [21, 28, 24, 27]. In55

particular, studies on multi-interaction networks have provided new insights on whether the inclusion of several interactions56

can significantly alter their robustness to species loss [24] and how extinctions propagate through such networks [21]. However,57

in spite of these pioneering studies, there is currently no consensus about the structure of multi-interaction networks and its58

consequences for the robustness of ecological communities, in part due to the lack of data sets, whose amount has only recently59

started to increase.60

A key question, of relevance given the current biodiversity crisis, is how robustness varies across network types, and what we can61

learn from including multiple interactions simultaneously. With this in mind, we gathered ecological networks with multiple62

interaction types currently available in the literature. More specifically, we focused on tripartite networks because they were63

the most abundant in the literature, allowing us to compare a wide variety of ecological systems. Tripartite ecological networks64

are composed of two interaction layers (e.g. pollination and herbivory), each of the bipartite kind [29]. They therefore contain65

three different species sets (e.g. plant, pollinator and herbivore guilds in a pollination-herbivory network),one of which is shared66

between the two interaction layers (e.g. plant species can interact with both pollinators and herbivores in a pollination-herbivory67

network). We call the set of nodes that can have interactions in both interaction layers the shared set, and the subset of nodes in68

the shared set that have interactions in both interaction layers the connector nodes (see Fig1A and B).69

Our data set consists of 44 tripartite networks from 6 different studies, in which the interaction layers include mutualistic70

(pollination, seed-dispersal and ant-mutualism) and antagonistic (herbivory and parasitism) interactions (see Table 2 and Methods).71

To identify possible generalities across interaction types as well as singularities specific to a given interaction type, we divided the72

networks in three types according to the signs of the interactions involved: mutualism-mutualism (MM) if both interactions were73

positive, antagonism-antagonism (AA) if both interactions were negative, and mutualism-antagonism (MA) if one interaction was74

positive and the other negative, given that interaction type can determine network architecture through the underlying biological75

constraints [31].76

Using this data set, we investigated how the two interaction layers are connected and the consequences for the robustness of these77

networks to plant loss. Robustness was assessed by sequentially removing plants in a random order and estimating secondary78

extinctions (Fig. 1C and Methods). Although this approach lacks realism (since there are no underlying temporal dynamics), it79

has proven useful in understanding the threat that biodiversity loss poses to ecosystem services and functioning [32, 3, 33, 21].80

Furthermore, it provides a lower bound on the damages that may be caused to an ecological community since it relies on the81

conservative hypothesis that secondary extinctions happen only when an animal species has lost all its links. We focused on82

the extinctions of plants because they are the only group of species, whose disappearance can potentially harm all other species83

groups, and also because plants can be managed more directly [21]. Note that while plants are not the shared set of species in84

all networks (see Fig. 1), it is still possible to quantify robustness to plant loss in all the networks of our data set (Methods).85

Extending the study of robustness to include multiple interactions simultaneously allowed us to study the interdependence of86

the robustness of animal species sets (Fig. 1D), which is relevant to know how cascading extinctions will propagate through a87

multi-interaction network [21], and to better identify keystone plant species [21, 13], of importance when designing protection88

and restoration interventions. We used four null models with increasing constraints (Methods) to study how different structural89

properties could determine the interdependence and robustness in the tripartite networks.90
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Taken together, our results suggest that considering multiple ecological interactions simultaneously does not have a dramatic91

impact on the robustness of tripartite networks to plant losses. However, a multi-interaction approach is crucial to better gauge the92

overall robustness of ecological communities, to know the interdependence of the robustness of the different animal sets, and93

to correctly determine the relative importance of different plants species at the whole community level, which can be key for94

biodiversity conservation.95

RESULTS96

Different ways of connecting the interaction layers97

We gathered a total of 44 ecological networks, each containing two types of ecological interactions, including mutualistic98

(pollination, seed-dispersal and ant-mutualism, corresponding to respectively 19, 3 and 1 networks) and antagonistic (herbivory99

and parasitism, corresponding to respectively 41 and 24 networks) interactions. We divided these networks in three types according100

to the signs of their interactions: mutualistic-mutualistc, mutualistic-antagonistic, and antagonistic-antagonistic (see Methods).101

To study how the interaction layers are connected, we focused our attention on the shared set of species between the two interaction102

layers. We measured three structural properties of the shared species: the proportion of the shared species that are connector103

nodes, i.e. that have links in both interaction layers (C); the proportion of shared species hubs, i.e. 20% of the shared species with104

the most connections, that are connectors nodes (HC); and the participation coefficient of the connector nodes between the two105

interaction layers, i.e how well split between the two interaction layers are their links (PCC) (see Methods).106

This revealed fundamental differences across the three types of tripartite networks (Fig. 2). In antagonistic-antagonistic networks,107

∼35% of the shared species (herbivore hosts) are involved in both parasitic and herbivory interactions (i.e. are connector nodes).108

Moreover, most of the shared species hubs (∼96%) are acting as connectors between interaction layers, and they have their links109

equally split among the two interaction layers (average PCC of 0.89). We found a very different pattern in mutualistic-mutualistic110

networks, for which only ∼10% of the shared species (plants in this case) are involved simultaneously in the two types of111

mutualistic interactions, and only 32% of shared species hubs act as connector nodes. Also, the connector nodes have their links112

less equally split among the two interaction layers (average PCC of 0.59). Mutualistic-antagonistic networks are not significantly113

different from mutualistic-mutualistic networks and tend to have values intermediate between those of antagonistic-antagonistic114

and mutualistic-mutualistic networks (Fig. 2A-C). About ∼22% of the shared species are involved simultaneously in the two115

types of mutualistic interactions, ∼ 56% of shared species hubs act as connector nodes and the average PCC is ∼ 0.59. An116
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Fig 1: Tripartite networks, robustness and interdependence.
A) An Herbivory(h) - Pollination(p) tripartite network, where
plants (P) are the shared set of species. B) An Herbivory(h) -
Parasitism(pa) tripartite network, where herbivores (H) are
the shared set of species. Link colours represent the two
interaction layers, and node colours the three sets of species.
Connector nodes in the shared set of species are highlighted
in black. C) Extinction curve showing the fraction of sur-
viving animal species as a function of plant loss for a given
plant extinction sequence in network A. The robustness to
plant loss, R, is the area under the curve. Extinction proto-
col: plants (green nodes) are progressively removed from
the community in the prescribed order, their corresponding
links are erased (colored in red) and animal species are de-
clared extinct (colored in red) whenever they lose all their
feeding links. D) Pairwise correlation in the robustness of
the two animal sets – interdependence, I – resulting from
3.000 simulations of random sequential loss of plant taxa in
network A.
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Fig 2: How does the shared set of nodes connect the network? A) Proportion of connector nodes in the shared set, B) Proportion
of shared set hubs that are connector nodes, C) Average participation coefficient of the connector nodes. Boxplots are color-coded
by network type: AA: Antagonistic-Antagonistic, MA: Mutualistic-Antagonistic, and MM: Mutualistic-Mutualistic. Differences
among categories are measured by independent t-tests (**** p< 1e−4, *** p< 1e−3, ns not significant).

example of this contrasting structure is visible at a glance in the way the connector nodes link the interaction layers differently in117

the two networks in Fig. 1.118

Interdependence of the robustness of animal species119

We expected these differences in structure to affect the correlation of the robustness of the two animal species sets. Following120

recent studies [21, 28], for each network, we measured the robustness of the two animal species sets following the extinction of121

plants, and we investigated whether they were correlated, i.e. if they were interdependent (Fig. 1.D and Methods). When driving122

plants to extinction, a ‘high’ correlation between the robustness of the two animal species sets implies that the same plants that are123

important for one of the species set are also important in the other species set [21], (e.g. the plants whose extinctions lead to a124

relatively high number of secondary extinctions of pollinators also do so for herbivores).125

We found that, in general, when plants are driven to extinction in a random order, interdependence (I) is either positive or null126

(Fig. 3A), with, again, fundamental differences between antagonistic-antagonistic networks and the two other types of networks.127

The value of interdependence found in antagonistic-antagonistic networks is on average significantly higher from that found128

in the other two network types, which is consistent with our results on hubs and connectors, suggesting that the two layers in129

antagonistic-antagonistic networks tend to be strongly interconnected. Note that data collection for parasitoids relies on their130

sampling on herbivores found on leaves. This sampling difference (compared to the two other types of networks where species131

sets can be collected independently from each other) could potentially introduce a positive correlation. However, the correlation132
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Fig 3: Interdependence and robustness of tripartite networks. A) Interdependence (I) of the tripartite networks in our data set. As
I → 1 the importance of plants for the maintenance of the two animal species sets becomes more similar. B) Robustness of the
tripartite networks in our data set (R) when plants are randomly driven to extinction. As R → 1, animal groups are increasingly
robust to the simulated sequential loss of plant taxa. Grey points represent the values in each network. All boxplots are color-coded
based on the type of tripartite network. Differences among the categories are measured by independent t-tests (**** p< 1e−4,
*** p< 1e−3, * p< 5e−2, ns not significant). C) Robustness (R) vs Estimated Robustness (Rest) in the empirical MA and
MM networks of our database. The text shows the best estimation of the robustness as a combination of the robustness of the
larger (RL) and smaller (RS) bipartite networks that compose the tripartite network, and the correlation coefficient. Each point
represents a network, color coded based on network type. AA: Antagonistic-Antagonistic in purple, MA: Mutualistic-Antagonistic
in green, and MM: Mutualistic-Mutualistic in blue.
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we found is not significantly higher from what is expected in the null models. The presence of this positive correlation in the four133

null models considered (Fig. S7B-D, SI 5) suggests that it is due to the particular layout of these networks, more specifically, to134

the cascading extinction process characteristic of these tripartite antagonistic-antagonistic networks, in which plants are not the135

shared set of species, meaning that their extinctions sequentially spread from plants to herbivores and to parasites.136

In mutualistic-mutualistic networks, the interdependence is close to null, meaning that the robustness of the two species sets seem137

largely decoupled from each other (but more correlated than expected by chance if we do not control for degree heterogeneity, i.e.138

the heterogeneity of the number of links each species has (Fig. S7B-C).139

Mutualistic-antagonistic networks exhibit a range of values going from moderate correlations (I ∼ 0.5) to weak negative140

correlations (I ∼ −0.2), and comparisons with null models showed a similar trend as in mutualistic-mutualistic networks, with141

empirical networks being more correlated than their randomized counterparts without taking degree heterogeneity into account142

(Fig. S7B-C.)143

Studying how interdependence relates to the three structural features we measured revealed differences among network types as144

well. More specifically, in antagonistic-antagonistic networks, interdependence is correlated (albeit weakly) with the proportion of145

connectors (C), while in the other two network types it varies with the proportion of hubs that are connectors (HC) and their146

(un)balanced participation in the two interaction layers (PCC) (Table 1, and SI 5).147

Tripartite networks’ robustness148

The robustness of antagonistic-antagonistic networks was found to be lower than that of Mutualistic-Mutualistic networks when149

plants were randomly driven to extinction (Fig. 3B), although differences among the three types of networks are overall not150

significant. Surprisingly, this suggests that even if the different ways in which the tripartite networks are connected seem to have a151

significant effect on interdependence, this difference does not translate into significant differences in the global robustness of152

the tripartite networks. In other terms, a higher interdependence between the interaction layers does not cause a lower overall153

robustness. As expected, all tripartite ecological networks were most fragile when plants were selectively attacked targeting the154

most connected plants first, and the least fragile when plants were attacked selecting the specialists plants first, as previously155

reported in networks with only one interaction type [2, 3, 34, 35, 36] (Fig.S9).156

The structural features that most determine the robustness of the networks are the degree heterogeneity and the proportion of157

connector nodes in mutualistic-antagonistic and in mutualistic-mutualistic networks, as well as the even split of links between158

the two interaction layers in antagonistic-antagonistic networks (Table 1, and SI 6). We included the degree heterogeneity of159

nodes in the analysis (i.e. the variance of the interaction degree divided by the average degree) because broad degree distributions160

are known to make ecological networks with one interaction type more robust to random deletion of species [37, 3], a result161

we recover here in the case of tripartite networks. Comparison with the null models further corroborates this result, since the162

robustness of mutualistic-mutualistic and mutualistic-antagonistic networks was not significantly different from that of their163

randomized counterparts when degree heterogeneity is conserved (Fig. S10C-E).164

Furthermore, the robustness of the tripartite networks could be predicted by the robustness of the two bipartite networks composing165

it (Fig. 3C). The estimated overall robustness, a combination of the robustness of the two bipartite networks (Methods), is in very166

good agreement (R2 = 0.96) with the robustness of the tripartite networks. When the robustness of only one bipartite network167

was used, R2 was at most 0.8 (SI 6, Fig. S11). While in the main text we only consider the classical co-extinction algorithm in168

unweighted networks because it is the more parsimonious and offers a lower bound to the damage the community can suffer, we169

show that the results hold when using a stochastic version in weighted networks[42] (Fig. S14 and 15).170
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Table 1: Table of regression of interdependence (I) and robustness (R) on the structural features we studied: degree heterogeneity
(σk/ < k >), proportion of connector nodes (C), proportion of shared species hubs that are connectors (HC), and (un)even split
of interactions among interaction layers (PCC).

I R

AA MA & MM AA MA & MM
σk/ < k > 0.30 0.68∗∗∗ 0.38∗
C 0.40∗ 0.24∗∗ -0.51∗∗
HC 0.70∗∗∗
PCC 0.50∗∗ -0.25∗

Observations 24 20 24 20
R2 0.16 0.70 0.76 0.38
Adjusted R2 0.12 0.64 0.73 0.31
F Statistic 4.20∗ 12.41∗∗∗ 21.39∗∗∗ 5.18∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Plant importance for robustness171

The results on interdependence suggest that the important plants for one set of animal species may not always be as important for172

the other species set (e.g. important plants for pollinators may not be important for herbivores and vice versa). We investigated this173

point further and asked which plants were more important for the survival of the whole ecological community, and to what extent174

those plants were the same for the two animal species sets. We therefore built three rankings of plant importance – one for each175

animal species set and one for the whole community – in which a plant is considered to be more important if robustness is lower176

when that plant is attacked earlier in the extinction sequence [21] (Methods). For example, a plant can be considered important177

based on the pollinator and whole community rankings (e.g. plant 1, Fig. 4A, B), but not so based on the herbivore ranking (Fig.178

4C). Other plants can be important based on the three rankings (e.g. plant 2, Fig. 4D-F). Comparing the three rankings in the179

example shows that plant importance when the two interaction layers are considered simultaneously (whole community) is not180

just a simple combination of the ranking of plant importance for each set of animal species (Fig. 4G). While it is more difficult to181

differentiate between the less important plants (those with lower values of importance), the ranking is well defined, as can be seen182

from the correlation values between the importance and the ranking based on importance (Fig.S16). Interestingly, it becomes183

better defined when the two interaction layers are considered simultaneously.184

We studied to what extent the importance of a given plant at the whole community level was driven by its importance for the185

two animal species sets (Fig. 4H). In the majority of networks (∼63%), the importance of a plant for the whole community is a186

mixture between its importance for the two animal sets (i.e. the similarity between the ranking in the whole community and in the187

animal sets (Sset) is between 0.5 and 0.9; Methods), while in ∼25% of the networks it is mostly driven by its ranking in one of188

the animal species sets (i.e Sset of one animal species set is above 0.9). This was especially relevant in mutualistic-mutualistic189

networks, where 2 out of the 3 networks lie in this category, probably because of the high dissimilarity between the sizes of the190

two animal sets (180 pollinators vs 27 seed-dispersers and 173 pollinators vs 30 ants). In a few cases (∼12%), the ranking of plant191

importance for the whole community did not resemble any of the rankings for the animal sets (i.e. both Sset were below 0.5),192

meaning that the importance of a plant when the two interactions are considered simultaneously changes dramatically compared to193

its importance when the interactions are considered separately. While in the main text we only consider the classical co-extinction194

algorithm in unweighted networks because it is the more parsimonious and offers a lower bound to the damage the community195

can suffer, we show that these results hold when using a stochastic version in weighted networks (Fig. S14-15).196
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plant importance in the whole community is mainly determined by only one animal set, is a mixture of the rankings of importance
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DISCUSSION197

We gathered 44 tripartite ecological networks composed by two types of ecological interactions (including herbivory, parasitism,198

pollination, seed dispersal, and ant-mutualism) to investigate how different interaction types were connected to each other in199

tripartite ecological networks and to study how considering multiple interactions simultaneously changed our knowledge of200

their robustness to plant loss. While multi-interaction network data sets have been gradually appearing in the literature in the201

last years, only a few studies have compared several of them [13]. Such comparison allows us to reveal possible commonalities202

of network properties (or particularities) across the different types of tripartite networks, categorized based on the sign of the203

ecological interactions composing them. The rationale behind this categorization is that previous studies showed that the structure204

of mutualistic and antagonistic ecological networks was clearly different [31].205

We found fundamental differences in the way the two interaction layers are connected in the different types of tripartite networks206

(Fig. 2A-C), possibly as a consequence of underlying biological constraints. In antagonistic-antagonistic networks, the shared207

species hubs are almost all connectors (meaning that generalist herbivores tend to have more parasitoids, maybe because they tend208

to be more abundant too, or maybe due to the sampling procedure in which parasitoids can only be reared out of the sampled209

herbivores), while in mutualistic-mutualistic networks most shared species hubs are not connectors (meaning that generalist plants210

tend not to be involved in two types of mutualism simultaneously, which hints at trade-offs in the type of interactions a given211

species can invest in, making it unlikely that a species can e.g. invest in attracting both pollinators and ant bodyguards [38]). The212

more varied behaviour of mutualistic-antagonistic networks may be related to highly complex trade-offs between herbivory and213

pollination [39].214

Intuitively, we expected these differences in the connection patterns to affect the correlation between the robustness of the animal215

species sets in the different types of tripartite networks. These correlations (which we named ‘interdependence’) suggest that in216
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antagonistic-antagonistic networks the same plant species are important for both animal sets (in terms of secondary extinctions),217

whereas this is not the case in mutualistic-mutualistic networks. Our results add to previous evidence showing that the benefits of218

an intervention are not always expected to propagate throughout the whole network [21], which has implications for biodiversity219

conservation. They highlight the relevance of knowing the type of ecological interactions involved in an ecological community220

before planning restoration efforts, since, in the analysed networks containing mutualistic interactions, positive cascading effects221

could only be expected if the generalist plants acted as connector nodes and were the focus of the restoration plan.222

Surprisingly, we found that more interdependent communities are not necessarily less robust to plant losses. Rather, robustness of223

the overall tripartite network is determined by the particular organization of each network, with degree heterogeneity playing an224

important role, especially in antagonistic-antagonistic networks. The positive effect of degree heterogeneity on the robustness225

of food webs and bipartite mutualistic networks was already reported in [37] and in [3, 40] (in mutualistic networks through226

nestedness, but it was also shown that nestedness is a consequence of degree heterogeneity [41]). It is worth noting that the227

robustness of mutualistic-mutualistic and mutualistic-antagonistic tripartite networks was found to be a combination of the228

robustness of the two bipartite networks composing them, stressing the relevance of knowing the structure of connections in both229

interaction layers to better quantify the robustness of the whole tripartite network. This is good news for ecologists, because it230

means that when measuring overall robustness to plant loss it is still possible to use multiple bipartite networks (with only one231

interaction type) and assume their effects are additive, as long as we know how plants connect them. Interestingly, looking at the232

two interaction layers simultaneously did not result in a dramatic change in the robustness of the whole community, as already233

reported for one of the networks in the database [24]. Nonetheless, considering the two interactions simultaneously improved the234

quantification of the overall robustness and is crucial to identify the most important plants in a given community.235

The approach we used to study robustness also allowed us to identify keystone species in the whole community. In most tripartite236

networks, the ranking of plant importance in the whole community is determined by the importance of plants for both animal sets237

(with the exception of mutualistic-mutualistic networks, that are mostly driven by one interaction layer, probably because of their238

disproportionate size and low connection among interaction layers). In a few cases, considering the whole community could even239

alter the picture considerably, since the ranking of plant importance in the whole community is emergent, i.e. it is not similar to240

the ranking of importance for neither of the animal sets. This evidences that considering multiple interactions simultaneously can241

be crucial for correctly identifying keystone species in a community.242

The results we present here advance our knowledge of how different interactions connect ecological communities, and how that243

affects the robustness of tripartite networks to plant losses. Taken together, our results suggest that considering multiple ecological244

interactions simultaneously does not have a dramatic impact on the overall robustness of multi-interaction networks to plant losses.245

However, a multi-interaction approach is crucial to know the interdependence of the robustness of the different animal sets, to246

better gauge the overall robustness, and to correctly determine the importance of the plants at the whole community level.247

METHODS248

Data set249

We gathered from the literature ecological networks which included different types of interactions. Because most studies only250

provided two interactions simultaneously, we decided to study networks with two interaction layers. Also, we only considered251

unweighted networks because not all studies provided interaction strengths. From all the networks we found, we only kept those252

which had at least 5 connector nodes. In the end, our data set contains 44 unweighted networks from 6 studies (see Table 2). Each253

network is composed of two ecological bipartite layers including mutualistic (pollination, seed-dispersal and ant-mutualism) and254
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antagonistic interactions (herbivory and parasitism). In the cases where multiple types of herbivory were present, all interactions255

were combined in a single herbivory layer. See SI S1 and Table S3 for more details.256

Table 2: Tripartite networks included in our analyses, indicating the sign of the interactions (i.e. if the tripartite network has both
mutualistic and antagonistic interactions (MA), only antagonistic interactions (AA), or only mutualistic interactions (MM)), the
two ecological interactions composing the tripartite network, the number of network of each type, and the reference.

Sign Interactions (Acronym) Number of networks references

MA herbivory-pollination (H-P) 16 [6] [43] [21] [44]
herbivory-seed dispersal (H-SD) 1 [6]

AA herbivory-parasitism (H-Pa) 24 [45] [44]

MM pollination-seed dispersal (P-SD) 2 [24] [6]
pollination-ant mutualism (P-A) 1 [24]

Structural metrics of the connector nodes257

We were interested in studying how the two different interactions of the tripartite networks were interconnected through the258

connector nodes. We used three metrics to quantify this:259

• The proportion of connectors nodes in the shared set of species (C), i.e. the proportion of shared species that have links260

simultaneously in the two interaction layers [25].261

• The proportion of shared species hubs that are connectors (HC), i.e. the 20% of the species in the shared set of species262

with the highest degree that are connector nodes. Note that the degree of a node is the number of links it has with other263

species. We used a threshold of 20% to ensure that all networks had at least 1 “most connected" node, but the results are264

robust to that choice (Fig. S6B).265

• The participation coefficient. This species-level metric quantifies whether the links of node i are primarily concentrated266

in one interaction layer or if they are well distributed among the two interaction layers [46, 47]. We quantified it as two267

times the ratio between the lowest degree in both interaction layers divided by the total degree of the node (2kmin

ktot
).268

Hence PC = 1 if the links are perfectly split among the two interaction layers, and it approaches 0 as the split grows269

more uneven. We obtained the participation coefficient of the connector nodes (PCC) by computing the average value270

over the connector nodes.271

Quantifying robustness272

We simulated plant loss following an established method [2, 3] and assuming bottom-up control of the animals, as justified273

by [48, 21]. To quantify robustness to plant loss we sequentially removed plants in a given order (the ‘extinction sequence’)274

keeping track of the number of secondary extinctions of animal species at each step. We considered that an animal species275

undergoes extinction when it has lost all its links. Note that secondary extinctions work differently in mutualistic-antagonistic276

and mutualistic-mutualistic networks compared to antagonistic-antagonistic networks. In the former, after removing a plant, all277

herbivores that no longer have resources go extinct and so do all pollinators without any resources, which means that erasing278

a plant may generate simultaneous secondary extinctions in the two animal species set (Fig. 1A). In antagonistic-antagonistic279

networks herbivores are the shared set of species, so when a plant disappears all herbivores without resources go extinct, which280

may subsequently trigger extinctions of parasitoids. In this case, removal of a plant will generate cascading extinctions (Fig. 1B).281

By plotting the proportion of remaining animal species as a function of the proportion of deleted plant species and measuring the282

area under the curve, we obtained the ‘robustness’ (R) (Fig. 1C). This is a standard way of measuring the efficiency of a given283

extinction sequence to tear down an ecological community [49, 50]: as R → 0 the most impact a given extinction sequence has284
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on the community, indicating that it targets the species following the ‘correct’ order of importance for the maintenance of the285

community.286

Working with multipartite networks such as those in [21, 24], several robustness metrics can be measured depending on the species287

set on which secondary extinctions are considered.288

Here, we measured:289

• the robustness of the tripartite network (R): we kept track of the proportion of remaining animal species as a function of290

the proportion of deleted plant species, where the proportions are measured with respect to the total number of animals291

(irrespective of their species set) and plants.292

• the robustness of the two animal species sets (RP , RH ): we measured the proportion of remaining animal species with293

respect to the total number of animals in each species set (e.g. how many pollinators remain from the original number of294

pollinators), and the proportion of deleted plants is measured with respect to the total number of plants in the tripartite295

network.296

• the robustness of the two bipartite networks: In this case, the tripartite network is split in two bipartite networks, on which297

the same protocol as above is performed. These two networks are not identical to the two interaction layers because the298

shared set of species that are not connected in a given layer are not considered in the bipartite network, which affects the299

calculation of the robustness. We thereby obtain two robustness (RL and RS , respectively for the smaller and larger300

networks, in terms of species number). Note that in antagonistic-antagonistic networks, the protocol can be performed301

only on the herbivory network since there is no direct link between plants and parasitoids.302

We applied 3000 random extinction sequences of plants to each of the tripartite networks in the data set, and for each extinction303

sequence we measured the different robustness measures above. Here, results are presented for random extinction sequences but304

results for other extinction scenarios (increasing or decreasing degree of plants) are presented in SI S6.305

We also measured the robustness of the mutualistic-antagonistic network using an stochastic version of the co-extinction algorithm306

[42] and weighted networks (when available) to compare with the results of the classic co-extinction algorithm (see SI 6, Fig.307

S14 and 15). In this stochastic version, a species i will undergo a secondary extinction following the extinction of plant j with308

a probability Pij = Ri.dij , where dij is the dependency of species i on j (interaction weight), and Ri represents the intrinsic309

demographic dependence of species i on mutualism (we considered Ri = 1 for animals and Ri = 0 for plants, to keep the310

bottom-up control of animals).311

Interdependence312

We measured the correlation between the robustness of the two different species sets (other than plants) in the tripartite networks,313

hereafter called ‘interdepence’ (I) (Fig. 1D). When driving plants to extinction, a ‘high’ correlation between the robustness of314

pollinators and herbivores implies that the same plants that are relevant for one of the species set will also be relevant in the other315

species set [21], (i.e. sequences of plant loss that were relatively benign for pollinators were also benign for herbivores). If, on the316

other hand, the relevant plants are not the same in the two species sets, we expect a low correlation in robustness.317

Plant importance rankings318

The importance of each plant species for the different animal sets and for the whole community (i.e. for the tripartite network)319

was quantified based on the correlation coefficient between robustness and the position of the plant in the extinction sequence [21].320

The rationale is that the ‘importance’ of a plant cannot be directly assessed from the number of secondary extinctions caused by321
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its loss because if lost at the start (rather than at the end) of the extinction sequence, fewer secondary extinctions are expected;322

however, if a plant is ‘important’, then robustness is expected to be lower when it is lost earlier in the sequence than when it is323

lost later. Hence, the lower the robustness to an extinction sequence, the better that extinction sequence actually resembles the324

importance of plants for the survival of the community. To obtain the plant importance rankings (three in total: one for each of the325

two interaction layers and one for the whole community), we ranked each plant species by increasing correlation between its order326

of appearance in extinction sequences and the corresponding robustness (i.e. plants that have a larger negative correlation are327

considered more important; Fig. 4A-G).328

To asses to what extent one of the two interaction layers was driving the robustness of the whole community we measured the329

similarity between the importance of a plant for one animal set (for example for pollinators or herbivores) and the importance of a330

plant in the whole community, namely SP or SH . We quantified Sset as the square of the correlation coefficient between the331

ranking of the plant in each species set and the ranking in the whole community.332

We then classified the networks in three categories: those where one interaction layer was driving the process (one Sset was above333

0.9, meaning that 90% of the variance in the importance ranking in the whole community can be traced to one of the two animal334

rankings), those where the ranking in the whole community was a mixture of the rankings in both animal sets (both Sset were335

between 0.5 and 0.9) and finally those where the importance ranking was emergent (both Sset were below 0.5, meaning that no336

animal set ranking was able to explain at least 50% of the ranking of importance in the whole community).337

Estimating tripartite robustness from networks with one interaction338

We also tested whether one can express the robustness of the whole community (R) as a combination of the robustness of the two

independent bipartite network composing the tripartite network. To do that we performed the following linear regression:

R(est) = a.RL + b.RS

where RL and RS are the robustness of the two bipartite networks composing the tripartite network under study, respectively the339

larger (i.e. with more species) and the smaller one.340

Multiple regressions341

We performed a multiple regression of interdependence and robustness based on the structural features we measured in the342

tripartite networks using the package statsmodel in Python. We selected the structural features that were more relevant for343

interdependence or robustness by choosing the model with a lowest AIC.344

Null models345

To assess the importance of network structure in determining a certain network feature, we compared measurements of that346

feature performed on empirical networks with measurements performed on randomized versions of those networks keeping some347

properties fixed. We used four different null-models, represented in Fig. 5, which – going from the least to the most constraining –348

are as follows: "1" keeps the number of species constant in each species set and the number of links constant in each interaction349

layer, "2" adds the constraint of keeping the degree distribution of the animal nodes constant, "3" keeps the degree distribution of350

animals and plants but not the total degree of the shared set species (i.e. it breaks the correlation between the degree of the shared351

set of species in the two interaction layers), and "4" keeps the degree of each node constant while links are reshuffled within a352

layer (see SI 2 for more details).353
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1 2 3 4

Fig 5: The 4 different null models used in this study. Each figure represents what is kept fixed in each null model, going from the
less restrictive on the left, to the more restrictive on the right. Nx is the number of nodes in the species set, Lx the number of links
in the interaction layer, the color of the nodes represent the different species set, the colour of the link the two different ecological
interactions, the size of the node is proportional to its degree (when kept), and connector nodes are highlighted in red.
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Supplementary figures’ captions458

Fig S1: Map showing the location of the 6 studies we used to build the database of networks. The color and shape of the points
represents the different types of networks, and the text the name of the site, the country, and the surname of the leading author of
the study. The map has been done by the authors using package “rnaturalearth" in R.

Fig S2: The 4 different null models used in this study. Each figure represents what is kept fixed in each null model, going from the
less restrictive on the left, to the more restrictive on the right. The color of the nodes represent the different species set, the colour
of the link the two different ecological interactions, the size of the node is proportional to its degree (when kept), and connector
nodes are highlighted in red.

Fig S3: Boxplots of the basic structural features in the empirical tripartite networks of our data-set grouped (and color coded) by
the sign of the interactions involved. A: Degree Heterogeneity (σk/ < k >) B: Degree-degree correlations (r). C: Z-score of the
degree heterogeneity (σk/ < k >) in null model 1. D: Z-score of the degree-degrees correlations (r) in null model “4” in the
tripartite networks. In B and D horizontal grey lines mark the limits of the confidence interval of 1.96 (95%) and 2.33 (98%).
Differences between groups are measured by independent t-test (*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, ‘ns’ not significant).

Fig S4: A: Degree heterogeneity of the empirical tripartite ecological networks (σk/ < k >) at the species set level B: Degree-
degree correlations (r) at the interaction layer scale. C: Boxplot of the Z-score of the degree heterogeneity (σk/ < k >) by species
set in null model 1. D: Boxplot of the Z-score of the degree-degree correlations by interaction layer in null model 4. Horizontal
grey lines mark the limits of the confidence interval of 1.96 (95%) and 2.33 (98%) for rejecting the null hypothesis.

Fig S5: Cumulative degree distribution in a tripartite ‘mutualistic-antagonistic’ network of pollination-herbivory compared with
its randomization in null model 1. Figures show the degree distribution for the three different sets of species, from left to right:
insect herbivores, insect pollinators, plants and all nodes combined (i.e. the merged network). The continuous black line is
the empirical cumulative degree distribution, with the best power law distribution fit in a dashed blue line. The continuous red
line is the cumulative degree distribution in the constant “NL” ensemble (100 randomizations), and the dashed red line the best
exponential fit to that distribution. The insets show the degree distribution of the empirical network (in grey) and that of 100
randomizations (in red).

Fig S6: value and Zscore of several structural properties (columns) in the 4 different null models studied (rows). Each row is
marked with a letter, A for the boxplots of the empirical values (name obove each panel) and B to C the Zscore in the different
null models, from the less rigid (“1”) to the most conservative (“4”)

Fig S6B: Effect of the threshold considered in determining the proportion of shared set hubs that are connector nodes (HC), i.e.
the proportion of connector nodes inside the 5% (A), 10% (B) or 20% (C) of most connected shared set nodes.

Fig S7B: A: Interdependence (I) in the tripartite networks in our data set when plants are randomly driven to extinction, grouped
and color coded by the signs of their interaction layers. B to E: Z-score of interdependence (I) in the different null models. The
horizontal lines represent the Z-score values associated with a 95% and 98% confidence interval, z=1.96 and z=2.33 respectively.

Fig S8B: Correlation of interdependence (I) vs the structural features studied: A) degree heterogeneity (σk/ < k >), B) degree
heterogeneity of the shared set species (σk/ < k >LS), C) degree-degree correlations (r), D) proportion of connector nodes
inside the shared set (C), E) Proportion of shared set hubs that are connectors (HC), and F) average participation ratio of the
connector nodes (PRC ) on the tripartite networks in our data set. The colors of the points represent the different types of tripartite
networks according to the sign of their interaction layers (see legend). The values in the lower right side are the Pearson correlation
coefficients considering only MM and MA networks (blue), only AA networks (violet).

Fig S9B: Robustness of the tripartite networks in our data set in three different extinction scenarios: A) random plant extinction
(RND), B) extinction of plants by decreasing degree (DD), i.e. generalist plants are attacked first, and C) extinction of plants by
increasing degree (ID), i.e. specialist plants are attacked first.
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Fig S10B: A: Robustness (R) of the tripartite networks in our data set when plants are randomly driven to extinction, grouped and
color coded by the sign of the interaction layers. B to E: Z-score of R in the different null models. The horizontal lines represent
the Z-score values associated with a 95% and 98% confidence interval, z=1.96 and z=2.33 respectively.

Fig S11B: Upper panel: correlation of the Robustness of the whole merged network (R) with A) the Robustness of the larger
interaction layer (RL), B) the Robustness of the smaller interaction layer (RS), and C) with the best estimation of Robustness
(R(est)) as a composition of the Robustness of the two interaction layers. Lower panel: Comparison of the Robustness of the
tripartite networks (in blue) with that of the two interaction layers composing them (RL in green and RS in red) and with the best
estimated Robustness as a composition of the Robustness of the two interaction layers (formula shown).

Fig S12B: Effect of degree heterogeneity (σk/ < k >) and degree-degree correlations (r) on the Robustness (R) of the tripartite
networks in our data set. The colors of the point represent the different types of tripartite networks according to the sign of their
interaction layers (violet AA, green MA, and blue MM). The values in the upper right side are the Pearson correlation coefficients
considering only MM and MA networks (blue), and only AA networks (violet). The lines represents the best linear regression for
each of the correlations.

Fig S13B: Effect of structural features of the shared set on the Robustness (R) of the tripartite networks in our data set. The color
of the points represents the different types of tripartite networks according to the sign of their interaction layers (violet AA, green
MA, and blue MM). The values on the side are the Pearson correlation coefficients considering only MM and MA networks (blue),
and only AA networks (violet). The lines represent the best linear regression for each of the correlations.

Fig S14B: Comparative of results between the stochastic co-extinction algorithm in weighted networks (when available) with the
results of the classic co-extinction algorithm used in the main text, for Robustness (left) and Interdependence (right).

Fig S15B: Comparative of the estimated robustness of the mutualistic-antagonistic tripartite networks as a combination of the
robustness of the larger and smaller bipartite networks using the basic algorithm (left, as in the main text) and using the stochastic
version of the algorithm and weighted networks (right).

Fig S16B: Upper row: Distribution of plant importance values in the network used as example in Fig. 4. The histograms depict
the amount of plants with a given importance in the whole community (left), with a given importance for pollinators (center) and
for herbivores (rigth). Lower row: Ranking of importance (based on importance) vs importance. Inset values show the spearman
rank correlation coefficient (ρ) and pearson correlation coefficient (r).

Fig S17B: Distribution of plant importance values considering all the communities together. The histograms depict the amount of
plants with a given importance in the whole community (left), with a given importance for animals connected through positive
interactions -pollination or seed dispersion- (center) and for animals connected through negative interactions -herbivory- (rigth).
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Supplementary tables’ captions459

Table S1: Multipartite networks included in our analyses, indicating the sign of the interactions (i.e. if the tripartite network has
both mutualistic and antagonistic interactions (MA), only antagonistic interactions (AA), or only mutualistic interactions (MM)),
the two ecological interactions composing the tripartite network, the number of network of each type, and the reference.

Table S2: Tripartite empirical networks composing the data-set. Columns indicate from left to right: the name of the network
(based on the publication it comes from), the sign of the two interactions composing the network (mutualism-mutualism: MM,
antagonism-antagonism: AA, mutualism-antagonism: MA), the name of the two interactions layers composing the network
(ant-mutualism: A, herbivory: H, parasitoidism: Pa, pollination: P, and seed-dispersal: SD), the degree heterogeneity ( σk

<k> ), the
degree-degree correlations (r), Z-score of degree heterogeneity in the “NL” null model (ZNL

(
σk

<k>

)
), Z-score of degree-degree

correlations in null model “4” (Z4(r)), and the reference to the study from which the data was gathered.
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